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Image-Specific Classification With Local and
Global Discriminations
Chunjie Zhang, Jian Cheng, Changsheng Li, and Qi Tian

Abstract—Most image classification methods try to learn
classifiers for each class using training images alone. Due
to the inter-class and intra-class variations, it would be
more effective to take the testing images into consideration
for classifier learning. In this brief, we proposes a novel
image-specific classification method by combing the local
and global discriminations of training images. We adaptively
train classifier for each testing image instead of generating
classifiers for each class with training images alone. For each
testing image, we first select its k nearest neighbors in the
training set with the corresponding labels for local classifier
training. This helps to model the distinctive characters of
each testing image. Besides, we also use all the training
images for global discrimination modeling. The local and
global discriminations are combined for final classification.
In this way, we could not only model the specific character of
each testing image but also avoid the local optimum by jointly
considering all the training images. To evaluate the usefulness
of the proposed image-specific classification with local and
global discriminations method (ISC-LG), we conduct image
classification experiments on several public image datasets.
The superior performances over other baseline methods prove
the effectiveness of the proposed ISC-LG method.
Index Terms—Image-specific classification, global information, local information, object categorization

I. I NTRODUCTION
Image classification refers to automatically predict the
classes of images based on the contents. It is often very
hard to accurately classify images due to the discrepancies between visual representations and human perception.
Local features are widely used with the bag-of-visualwords (BoW) scheme [1] for classification with good
performances. Inspired by the BoW model, many works [28] have been done. Instead of using human designed local
features, automatically learning from image pixels with
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deep convolutional neural networks (CNN) [9-12] becomes
popular in recent years which outperforms traditional local
feature based methods on many image datasets. The deep
network can capture various correlations of objects and help
to represent images more discriminatively.
However, both the BoW and CNN based methods try
to learn a number of classifiers for image class prediction.
Usually, this is done in the one-vs-all way by separating
images of one class from other classes. Although simple
and effective, this scheme does not explicitly consider the
inter and intra class variances of images. Besides, the
discrepancies between visual features and human perception are often encountered when classifying images. Take
’jaguar’ for example, it can refer to an animal or a car.
Images of car are visually different from images of animal.
If we try to learn a classifier to separate the ’jaguar’ images
from other images, the classification accuracy would be far
from satisfactory, especially when there are similar images
of different classes. We can try to avoid this problem by
training a number of classifiers [13-20], however, how to
determine the proper number of classifiers is still an open
problem. Another way to alleviate this problem is by using
auxiliary information [21-26]. However, the generalization
power of these methods is limited. Besides, the independent
and identically distributed (iid) assumption cannot always
be satisfied. Fortunately, locally nearby samples are probably similar. The exploration of local information can help
to alleviate the variations of images to some extent [27-32].
However, it may be biased to only use the local information.
It would be more effective to combine the local and global
information jointly.
Many pre-learned classifiers are trained to separate training images apart without considering the distinctive properties of testing images. In other words, the classifiers are
fixed and do not change when applied to different testing
images. We believe this is sub-optimal for two reasons.
First, the training images may not be able to fully represent the semantics well. Hence, the learned classifiers are
biased. Second, different testing images may have varied
characters that should be treated differently. One way to
solve this problem is to classify images directly without
classifier training [33-35]. However, this strategy costs a
lot of computational power. Besides, their performances are
inferior compared with classifier training based methods.
Moreover, local features are often used by these methods
which cannot be easily combined with more discriminative
representation strategies (e.g. fisher vector [36-37] and deep
learning based methods [38-40]). Hence, it would be more
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Fig. 1.
Flowchart of the proposed global and local discrimination
modeling for image-specific classification method.

effective if we can generate image-specific classifiers for
testing images and improve the discriminative power by
exploring the local and global discriminations.
To solve the problems mentioned above, in this paper,
we propose a novel image-specific classification method
by considering the local and global discriminations. Instead
of learning the classifiers per class using training samples
alone, we try to learn the classifier for each testing image.
This is achieved by choosing the k nearest training samples for one testing image and learn the local classifiers
accordingly. Besides, to make use of all the training images
and avoid local optimum, we use training images to learn
the global classifiers jointly with the local classifiers. In
this way, we are able to predict the classes of the testing
images by learning image-specific classifiers. We evaluate
the effectiveness of the proposed image-specific classification with local and global discrimination method on
several public image datasets. The superior performances
over other baseline methods prove the usefulness of the
proposed method. Figure 1 shows the flowchart of the
proposed method.
The main contributions of this paper lie in three aspects.
• First, instead of only using training images, the
proposed method learns image-specific classifier for
each testing image. The learned classifier can adapt
to the testing image for better classification.
• Second, we learn the local classifier using k nearest neighbors of each testing image and the global
classifier with all the training images. This helps to
combine the discriminative power of local and global
information simultaneously.
• Third, the proposed method is able to outperform
many baseline methods. It can also be combined
with other image representation methods (e.g. convolutional neural network) which further improves the
classification performances.
II. R ELATED W ORK
The BoW model [1] was widely used for image classification. Local features were first quantized to form the
histogram representation of images and classifiers were then
trained to predict image classes. Many BoW based methods
were proposed by researchers [2-8]. In recent years, convolutional neural networks (CNN) [11] was used to extract
image representation from image pixels. Krizhevsky et al.
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[9] proposed the AlexNet by classifying images with deep
convolutional neural networks. Inspired by this, Simonyan
and Zisserman [10] explored the discriminative power of
very deep convolutional networks and found that adding
layers properly can boost the performances. To combine the
advantages of fisher vectors and neural networks, Perronnin
and Larlus [12] proposed a hybrid architecture for image
classification and improved the performance.
To cope with class variations, researchers [13-20] tried to
train a number of classifiers instead of only using one-vsall classifier. Sivic et al. [13] tried to learn person specific
classifiers while Sungwoong et al. [14] used task-specific
partition technique. Zhang et al. [15] modeled the general
and class-specific properties of images. Instead of learning class-level classifiers, the use of exemplar classifiers
[16-19] also became popular. Weinshapp et al. [20] also
studied the problem when the learned general and specific
classifiers were not consistent.
Another way to alleviate this problem was by using auxiliary information [21-26]. Guillaumin et al. [21]
leveraged semi-supervised learning technique for image
classification while Fernando et al. [22] used subspace
alignment for domain adaptation without supervision. Li
et al. [23] harvested the images from Internet. Chen et al.
[24] used the contextual information of object detection
and classification. Liu et al. [25] proposed to use the
hypergraph to model the high-order relationships for better
classification. Fu et al. [26] tried to classify images with
few training images by transductive multi-view learning.
The exploring of neighbor information [27-32] had been
proven very effective both for improving the performance
and for reducing the computational cost.
The direct classification of images without training classifiers had also been studied [33-35]. Boiman et al. [33]
used the nearest-neighbor distances for direct classification.
Sthitsos et al. [34] proposed to use a cascade approximate
measurement method for efficient nearest neighbor classification. Mccann and Lowe [35] used local information
to speed up the computation of nearest neighbors. Other
more effective methods were also proposed [36-40]. Deep
convolutional networks were also used for visual tracking
[38] and feature learning [39]. It was also used for event
recognition by fusing multiple semantic cues by Zhang et
al. [40].
A number of datasets [41-44] were also collected for
classification tasks. Many algorithms [45-55] had been
proposed to improve the classification accuracy. There
were two main differences between [56] and the proposed
method. First, the proposed method targeted the classification task while [56] tried to solve the clustering problem.
Second, instead of only using the similarities of images, the
proposed method also leveraged the class information for
discriminative classifier training. Zhang et al. [57] proposed
a novel probabilistic topology discovering model to predict
the class of scene images. To classify the aerial images,
Zhang et al. [58] also tried to discover discriminative
graphlets which greatly improved the performances. More
challenging dataset was also collected [59] which was
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widely used for evaluating the performances of various
convolutional neural network based methods [60-62]. Other
efficient methods were also adopted for classification [6366].
III. I MAGE -S PECIFIC C LASSIFICATION U SING L OCAL
A ND G LOBAL D ISCRIMINATIONS
In this section, we give the details of the proposed
image-specific classification method using local and global
discriminations.
A. Image Representation
We use the sparse coding technique [3] and the CNN
technique [9] to represent images in this paper as they
have been widely used for image classification in recent
years. Note that other image representation methods can
also be used as the proposed method does not rely on image
representations but focuses on the learning of classifiers.
Let hi , i = 1, ..., M be the M local features, the sparse
coding technique tries to minimize the reconstruction error
with L1 constraint as:
βi = argminβi ∥hi −βiT D∥2 +a∥βi ∥1 , i = 1, ..., M (1)
where D is the codebook, a is the weighting parameter,
βi is the encoding parameter. The sparse coding technique
choose the max absolute values of each dimension of
encoded parameters βi within an image region as:
lj = max(β1,j , β2,j , ..., βM1 ,j )

(2)

where l is the image region’s representation, β i,j is the
j-th element of βi . lj is the j-th element of l, M1
is the number of local features within this region. The
final image representation is obtained by concatenating all
the region’s representation as xsc = [l1 ; ...; lM2 ], where
M2 is the number of regions. We use the CNN based
image representation [9] xcnn and combine it with the
sparse coding based representation to form the final image
representation as x = [xsc ; xcnn ]. We then train imagespecific classifiers using x.
B. Image-Specific Local Discrimination Modeling
It is a challenging problem to correctly classify images
based on their visual contents. Due to the varieties of
images, visually similar images may belong to different
classes while images of the same class may have differently
visual appearances. It is hard to learn reliable classifiers
which can separate images well, especially for the classes
with cluttered objects and background. Besides, the stateof-the-art classifiers are often trained to separate images
of the same class from other classes, leaving the testing
images unconsidered. We believe if we can learn classifiers
based on the contents of testing images, it would be more
likely to classify images better than simply using training
images.
Our motivation is based on the observation that locally
nearby images tend to be semantically similar, as observed
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by many researchers [27-32]. However, we do not only
rely on the neighborhood information but go one step
further by training discriminative local classifiers. For each
testing image, this is done by firstly choosing its k nearest
neighbors of training images and then use them to learn the
local classifier.
Formally, let (xn , yn ), n = 1, ..., N be the N training
images, yn ∈ 1, 2, ..., C are the corresponding labels of
images with C is the number of classes. For each testing
image xt , we first calculate its similarities with all the training images and choose the top K most similar images. We
2
use s(i, j) = exp−∥i−j∥ as the similarity measurement
in this paper. Let {xk , yk }, k = 1, ..., K be the K nearest
neighbors of training images, we learn the corresponding
local classifier f (xt ) by minimizing the summed loss over
the K training images as:
f (.) = argminf (.)

K
∑

ℓloc (yk , f (xk )) + γ1 Tloc (f (.)) (3)

k=1

where ℓloc is the local loss function, Tloc (f (.)) is the local
regularization term. γ1 is the local weighting parameter.
C. Global Discrimination Modeling
We can directly use the locally trained classifier for
image class prediction. However, only using the local
information may bias the final classification. Besides, a
testing image may be dissimilar with any training images
which makes the learned local classifier unreliable. The
discriminative power of other training images should also
be considered to boost the discriminative power.
Let g(xt ) be the global classifier which is to be learned
using all the training images. Similar as the local classifier,
g(xt ) can also be learned by minimizing the training loss
as:
g(.) = argming(.)

N
∑

ℓglob (yi , g(xi ))+γ2 Tglob (g(.)) (4)

i=1

where ℓglob is the global loss function, Tglob (g(.)) is
the global regularization term. γ2 is the global weighting
parameter.
We can use different loss functions ℓloc and ℓglob to incorporate different information for classification. Similarly,
the regularization term Tloc (f (.)) and Tglob (g(.)) can also
be chosen differently. In this way, we can combine various
types of information for efficient classification.
D. Local And Global Discrimination Combination
Instead of using local classifier or global classifier individually, we combine them together for classification. The
local classifier models the neighbor information of testing
image while the global classifier models all the training
images. We use linear combination αf (.) + (1 − α)g(.) to
predict the testing image’s class. α is the parameter which
balances the relative influences of local and global classifiers. We jointly learn local classifier and global classifier
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by minimizing the summed loss with regularization as:
f, g =argminf,g

K
∑

ℓloc (yk , αf (xk ) + (1 − α)g(xk ))

k=1

classifier while fixing the global classifier, let ξloc,k = 1 −
→
T
(1 − α)(wglob
xk + bglob ), −
w loc = [wloc ; bloc ], Eq. 10
equals to the following problem:
−
→
→
−
w
= argmin→
γ ∥−
w ∥2 +
loc

N
∑
ℓglob (yi , g(xi ))
+ γ1 Tloc (f (.)) + β(
i=1

where β is the parameter which controls the influences of
local and global training images. The traditional class-level
classifier learning strategy can be viewed as a special case
of the proposed method where only the global classifier is
learned. Besides, if we set K to 1 and β to zero, Eq. 5
would degenerate to the exemplar classifier based scheme.
The proposed ISC-LG method is able to combine the
discriminative power of both local and global information
for better classification.
We use linear classifiers
T
f (x) = wloc
x + bloc

(7)

Tloc (f (.)) = ∥wloc ∥2 + b2loc

(9)

Tglob (g(.)) = ∥wglob ∥2 + b2glob

T
max(0, 1 − αyk × (wloc
xk + bloc )−

i=1

+ bglob )) + γ1 (∥wloc ∥ +
2

+ γ2 (∥wglob ∥ +

k=1

(12)

We can have:
∂φ
→
= 2γ1 −
w loc −
−
→
∂ w loc
K
∑
T
→
µ1,k αyk max(0, ξloc,k − αyk × −
w loc [xk ; 1])[xk ; 1]
(13)
→
with µ1,k = 1, if ξloc,k − αyk × −
w loc [xk ; 1] > 0,
otherwise, µ1,k = 0.
After the local classifier is learned, we fixed it to learn
T
the global classifier. Let ξglob,k = 1−αyk ×(wloc
xk +bloc ),
−
→
w glob = [wglob ; bglob ], Eq.10 equals to the following
problem:
−
→
−
w
= argmin→
K
∑
1
k=1

2

w glob

T
→
max(0, ξglob,k − (1 − α)−
w glob [xk ; 1])2

N
∑
1
T
→
+ β(
max(0, 1 − yi × −
w glob [xi ; 1])2
2
i=1
→
+ γ ∥−
w
∥2
2

(14)

glob

Let
ϕ=

K
∑
1

2

k=1
N
∑

+ β(

T
→
max(0, ξglob,k − (1 − α)−
w glob [xk ; 1])2

1
T
→
max(0, 1 − yi × −
w glob [xi ; 1])2
2
(15)

→
The derivative of ϕ over −
w glob can then be calculated as:
∂ϕ
→
= 2γ2 −
w glob −
−
→
∂ w glob
K
∑
T
→
µ2,k max(0, ξglob,k − (1 − α)−
w glob [xk ; 1])

b2loc )

1
T
max(0, 1 − yi × (wglob
xi + bglob ))2
2
2

1
T
→
max(0, ξloc,k − αyk × −
w loc [xk ; 1])2
2

i=1

[wloc , bloc , wglob , bglob ] = argmin[wloc ,bloc ,wglob ,bglob ]

+ β(

loc

→
+ γ2 ∥−
w glob ∥2

In this way, we can rewrite Eq.5 as:

(1 −

1

K
∑

glob

Note that the proposed method can also use other types of
classifiers. The hinge loss is often used for the classification
tasks, however, it is not smooth. To alleviate this problem,
we use the quadric hinge loss for ℓloc and ℓglob in this paper
as:
1
ℓloc (yloc , y) = max(0, 1 − yloc × y)2
2
(8)
1
ℓglob (yloc , y) = max(0, 1 − yglob × y)2
2
Besides, we use L2 norm for the regularization of Tloc
and Tglob as:

2

This problem can be solved with the gradient descent
method. Let
→
φ = γ ∥−
w ∥2 +

T

ybt = αf (xt ) + (1 − α)g(xt )

T
α)(wglob
xk
N
∑

(11)

k=1

where wloc , bloc are the parameters of local classifier
and wglob , bglob are the parameters of global classifier
respectively. After the parameters wloc , bloc , wglob , bglob
are learned, we can predict the class of testing image xt
accordingly as:

2

T

(6)

T
g(x) = wglob
x + bglob

k=1

loc

→
max(0, ξloc,k − αyk × −
w loc [xk ; 1])2

2

k=1

(5)

K
∑
1

w loc 1

K
∑
1

+ γ2 Tglob (g(.)))

4

k=1

× (1 − α)[xk ; 1]

b2glob ))
(10)

We alternatively optimize for the local classifier and the
global classifier by fixing the other. When learning the local

−β

N
∑

→
µ3,i max(0, 1 − yi × −
w glob [xi ; 1])yi [xi ; 1]
T

i=1

(16)
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→
with µ2,k = 1 if ξglob,k − (1 − α)−
w glob [xk ; 1] > 0,
T
→
otherwise µ2,k = 0. µ3,i = 1 if 1−yi × −
w glob [xi ; 1] > 0,
otherwise µ3,i = 0.
We alternatively optimize for the local classifier/global
classifier while keeping the other fixed for a number of
times or the decrement of the objective value of Eq.10 falls
below a pre-defined threshold θ. After the local and global
classifiers are learned, we can use them to jointly predict
the testing image’s class using Eq.7.
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T

face->dog

spoon->knife

people->waterfall

buttercup->daffodil

tulip->snowdrop

iris->snowdrop

gaura->morning glory

camellia->lotus

geranium->bishop of llandaff

train->bus

person->boat

cat->sofa

IV. E XPERIMENTS
To evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed ISC-LG
method, we conduct image classification experiments on
several public image datasets: the Caltech-256 dataset [41],
the Flower-17 dataset [42], the Flower-102 dataset [43] and
the PASCAL VOC 2007 dataset [44]. The classification
performance is evaluated using the classification rates for
the Caltech-256 dataset, the Flower-17 dataset and the
Flower-102 dataset. For the PASCAL VOC 2007 dataset,
the mean average precision (mAP) is used for performance
comparison. We compare with the results reported by other
methods directly using the same experimental setup instead
of re-implementing them for fair comparison.
A. Experimental Setup
We combine the BoW scheme and the CNN scheme for
image representation. For the BoW based image representation, we first densely extract SIFT features with multiscales. The minimum scale is set to 16×16 pixels with an
overlap of 6 pixels. Spatial pyramid matching (SPM) [2]
is also used with three pyramids (L = 0, 1, 2) to make
use of the location information of local features. We use
the sparse coding code provided by Yang et al. [3] and
set the codebook size to 1,000. Color-SIFT features [45]
are also extracted. We generate the BoW representations
for each type of local features and then concatenate them
together. As to the CNN base image representation, we use
the code provided by [46] with seven layers networks. Each
image is represented with a vector of 4,096 dimensions.
The BoW and CNN based image representations are then
concatenated for final image representations which are then
used for image-specific classifier training. γ1 is set to be
equal with γ2 . The maximum iteration number in Algorithm
1 is set to 40.
The dataset is divided into the training set and the
testing set without overlap. For each testing image, the
proposed method tries to learn one classifier by combining
the local and global information. We only use the visual
representation of the testing image without using the class
information. Only the labels of training images are used.
The traditional scheme first learns the classifier using
training images and then predicts the class information of
each testing image. The proposed method uses the same
information as traditional schemes but differs from the
learning of classifiers. The experimental comparison is fair
compared with traditional schemes.

Fig. 2. Example images that are misclassified by the global classifier but
corrected by the proposed method. From top to bottom (the Caltech-256
dataset, the Flower-17 dataset, the Flower-102 dataset and the PASCAL
VOC 2007 dataset).

We also give some example images that are misclassified
by the global classifier but are predicted with the right
categories using the proposed ISC-LG in Figure 2 on the
four datasets. By generating image-specific classifiers, the
proposed method is able to correctly predict the classes of
images. Due to class variations, globally trained classifier
may not be able to separate images well. For example, face
and people are often misclassified as other classes (e.g. dog
and segway) because they often appear on the same image.
However, we can separate them apart by combining the
local information.
B. The Caltech-256 Dataset
This dataset has 29,780 images of 256 classes with 80
images for each class. The Caltech-256 dataset is widely
used for performance evaluations of the classification algorithms. For fair comparison, we follow the procedures
of other methods by randomly selecting 15, 30, 45 and 60
images per class for training and use the rest images for
testing. The random selection process is repeated for ten
times with the mean and standard derivation of classification rates are used for evaluation. We give the classification
results on the Caltech-256 dataset in Table 1.
The proposed ISC-LG is able to outperform many baseline methods. First, compared with traditional one-vs-all
methods [3, 5-7, 15, 47], ISC-LG can consider the local
information of testing images for image-specific modeling.
Besides, the use of more discriminative local features
[47] can help to improve the performance over sparse
coding based strategy. However, ISC-LG is still able to
outperform [47]. Second, compared with exemplar classifier
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TABLE I
P ERFORMANCE COMPARISONS ON THE C ALTECH -256
Methods

15 images

30 images

6

DATASET.

45 images

60 images

ScSPM [3]
KC [5]
LLC [6]
LScSPM [7]
LR-GCC-FV [15]
WSR-EC [18]
ObjectBank [23]
NBNN [33]
KSPM [41]
FV [47]
PM [57]

27.73 ± 0.51
−
27.74 ± 0.32
30.00 ± 0.14
41.39 ± 0.36
35.28 ± 0.65
− 39.00
35.20
−
38.50 ± 0.20
38.40

34.02
27.17
32.07
35.74
49.13
42.01

± 0.35
± 0.46
± 0.24
± 0.10
± 0.32
± 0.47
−
42.80
34.10
47.40 ± 0.10
43.40

37.46 ± 0.55
−
35.09 ± 0.44
38.47 ± 0.51
−
45.82 ± 0.54
−
−
−
52.10 ± 0.40
47.90

40.14 ± 0.91
−
37.79 ± 0.42
40.32 ± 0.32
−
−
−
−
−
54.80 ± 0.40
49.80

ISC-LG

43.14 ± 0.67

50.62 ± 0.53

53.27 ± 0.56

55.76 ± 0.48

TABLE II
P ERFORMANCE COMPARISON ON THE F LOWER -17

100
DATASET.

98

Algorithm

Performance

ICT [4]
LR-GCC [15]
WSR-EC [18]
Nilsback [42]
Varma [48]
Xie [49]
KMTJSRC-CG [50]
CSDL[51]

91.37±
91.52±
85.26±
71.76±
82.55±
87.45±
88.90±
72.65±

ISC-LG

92.46± 0.88

0.72
1.24
0.94
1.76
0.34
1.13
2.30
1.79

96
94
92
90
88
86
84

based methods [18, 23], ISC-LG can also improve the
classification accuracy by considering the discriminative
information of all images. Since exemplar classifier based
method only considers one sample at a time, the classifier
is often biased. However, by considering the neighborhood
information along with the global distribution of samples,
we can generate more discriminative classifiers. Third, the
discriminatively trained classifiers also outperform [33]
which avoids classifier training by directly computing the
image-to-class distance. It is more effective to use discriminative classifiers.

82
80

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17

Fig. 3. Boxplot of the performance on the Flower-17 dataset(%). The
numbers in the horizon row indicate daffodil, lily valley, snowdrop, iris,
bluebell, crocus, tigerlily, fritillary, tulip, daisy, sunflower, dandelion, colts’
foot, cowslip, buttercup, windflower, pansy respectively.

C. The Flower-17 Dataset

which classifies images using reconstructed errors without
classifier training. Moreover, it is able to beat ICT [4]
which leverages auxiliary information from other datasets.
These experimental results again prove the usefulness of
the proposed ISC-LG method.

There are seventeen different types of flowers in the
Flower-17 dataset as: Buttercup, Colts foot, Daffodil, Daisy,
Dandelion, Fritillary, Iris, Pansy, Sunflower, Windflower,
Snowdrop, Lily valley, Bluebell, Crocus, Tigerlily, Tulip and
Cowslip. Images of this dataset are evenly distributed with
80 images for each class. We use the train/validata/test
splits provided by [42] with 40/20/20 images respectively
for comparison.
The classification results are given in Table 2. The
boxplot of the performance of ISC-LG on the Flower17 data set is also given in Figure 3. We can see that
the proposed method again outperforms many baseline
methods. ISC-LG jointly combines the local and global
information of each testing image by training discriminative
classifier. This helps to improve over global classifier [15,
42, 48-51] and exemplar classifier [18] based methods.
Besides, ISC-LG also improves over KMTJSRC-CG [50]

D. The Flower-102 Dataset
As an extension of the Flower-17 dataset, the Flower-102
dataset has more classes of images. There are 102 classes
of 8,189 images with varied number for each class. The
images are divided into 10/10/rest for train/validate/test respectively by Nilsback and Zisserman [43]. We follow this
setup and report the classification performance comparisons
in Table 3.
We can have similar conclusions as on the Caltech-256
dataset and the Flower-17 dataset. ISC-LG again improves
over global classifier [15, 42, 49, 50], local classifier
[18] and transfer learning [4] based methods. The image
representation is more discriminative by combing detection
and segmentation [52, 53], however, ISC-LG still classifies
flower images better than [52, 53] due to the combinations of local and global information. Besides, the relative
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improvements of ISC-LG over baseline methods on the
Flower-17 and Flower-102 datasets are larger than that on
the Caltech-256 dataset. We believe this is because flower
images are visually similar, only using global classifiers
cannot separate them apart while the proposed ISC-LG can
model this more properly.
TABLE III
P ERFORMANCE COMPARISONS ON THE F LOWER -102
Methods

Classification rate

ICT [4]
LR-GCC [15]
WSR-EC[18]
Nilsback [42]
Xie [49]
KMTJSRC-CG [50]
Det+Seg [52]
TriCoS [53]

77.3
75.7
82.5
72.8
86.8
74.1
80.7
85.2

ISC-LG

87.9

DATASET.

The twenty classes (aeroplane, bicycle, boat, bottle, bus,
bird, car, cat, cow, chair, dining table, dog, horse, person,
sheep, motorbike, train, potted plant, sofa and tv/monitor)
of images in the PASCAL VOC 2007 dataset are relatively
more difficult to classify than the other three datasets. This
is not only because there are cluttered objects on each
image but also because the inter-class variations are larger.
Besides, there are often multiple classes of objects on one
image. There are more than 10,000 images with pre-defined
division of train/validate/test splits [44]. The validation set
is first used to tune the parameters and then combined with
the training set for jointly learning of classifiers.
We give the average precision comparisons of the proposed ISC-LG method with other baseline methods in Table

THE

PASCAL VOC 07

class

LLC [6] Best07[44] FV [47] GS-MKL[54] DeCAF[55] ISC-LG

airplane
bicycle
bird
boat
bottle
bus
car
cat
chair
cow
table
dog
horse
motor
person
plant
sheep
sofa
train
tv
mAP

74.8
65.2
50.7
70.9
28.7
68.8
78.5
61.7
54.3
48.6
51.8
44.1
76.6
66.9
83.5
30.8
44.6
53.4
78.2
53.5
59.3

77.5
63.6
56.1
71.9
33.1
60.6
78.0
58.8
53.5
42.6
54.9
45.8
77.5
64.0
85.9
36.3
44.7
50.9
79.2
53.2
59.4

80.0
67.4
51.9
70.9
30.8
72.2
79.9
61.4
56.0
49.6
58.4
44.8
78.8
70.8
85.0
31.7
51.0
56.4
80.2
57.5
61.7

79.4
62.4
58.5
70.2
46.6
62.3
75.6
54.9
63.8
40.7
58.3
51.6
79.2
68.1
87.1
49.5
48.8
56.4
75.9
54.4
62.2

4. ISC-LG outperforms both local feature based methods [6,
44, 47, 54] and CNN [55] based method which again shows
the effectiveness of the proposed method. On analyzing
the per-class performances, we can have three conclusions.
First, ISC-LG is able to outperform other baseline methods
on most of the classes. Second, the relative improvements
of ISC-LG are larger for non-rigid classes (e.g. cat and
dog) than rigid classes (e.g. airplane and bus). This is
because non-rigid classes have varied objects whose visual
representations are more diverse than rigid objects. This
degenerates the discriminative power of global classifiers
while the proposed ISC-LG method can model the diversity
more effectively. Third, image-specific classifier helps to
model the distinctive characters of each image better than
general classifier.
F. Parameter Influences

E. The PASCAL VOC 2007 Dataset

TABLE IV
AVERAGE PRECISION COMPARISONS ON
DATASET.

7

87.4
79.3
84.1
78.4
42.3
73.7
83.7
83.7
54.3
61.9
70.2
79.5
85.3
77.2
90.5
51.1
73.8
57.0
86.4
68.0
73.4

89.1
81.5
85.9
81.4
46.7
73.9
85.2
83.8
60.1
61.5
70.3
79.4
86.3
78.7
91.0
52.9
75.8
57.6
86.8
70.4
74.9

To show the joint influences of α and β, we plot the
performance changes with α and β in Figure 4 on the
Caltech-256 dataset, the Flower-17 dataset, the Flower102 dataset and the PASCAL VOC 2007 dataset. We can
see that the relative weights of local and global classifiers
have varied influences on the final classification performances. Combining the local discrimination information
for image-specific classifier training helps to improve the
performances over global classifiers. Besides, during the
training process, the optimal β also varies from different
datasets. For the flower datasets, the images are more
visually similar than images of the Caltech-256 dataset.
Hence, more emphasis should be placed on the local
discrimination. Moreover, the performance decreases with
the increment of classes as more classifiers are needed.
γ1 and γ2 control the influences of the regularization
terms. In this paper, γ1 is set to be equal with γ2 . We
plot the influences of γ1 /γ2 on the Caltech-256 dataset, the
Flower-17 dataset, the Flower-102 dataset and the PASCAL
VOC 2007 dataset in Figure 5. We can see from Figure 5
that the performances increase with γ1 /γ2 at first. However,
if γ1 /γ2 are too large, the performance would decrease as
we pay too much attention to the regularization terms. We
can see from Figure 7 that setting γ1 /γ2 as 5 to 10 can
achieve satisfactory performances. K is another parameter
which influences the classification performances. We also
give the performance changes with K in Figure 5. The
performances are less satisfactory with a small K. The
classification accuracies increase with K. However, if we
set the K too large, the performances also decrease.
G. The ILSVRC-2012 ImageNet dataset
We also evaluate the proposed method on the ILSVRC2012 ImageNet dataset [59]. There are 1,000 classes of
images which are splited into three sets (1.3M training images, 50K validation images and 100K testing images). The
top-1 and top-5 error are used to evaluated the classification
performance. We follow the experimental setup as [60] and
use the validation set for testing. The proposed method can
be combined with more discriminative image representation
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TABLE V
T HE ERROR RATES OF DIFFERENT METHODS ON THE ILSVRC-2012
I MAGE N ET DATASET.
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Performances(%)

Performances(%)

60

40

20

80

Methods

60

20
0

0.2

0.2

0.4

0.4

0.9

1

(a) Caltech-256 dataset

0.1
alpha

80
Performances(%)

80
60
40
20

60
40
20
0

0

0.2

0.2

0.4

0.4
0.9

0.5
1

0.3
0.1

beta

0.7

0.8

0.5
1

0.9

0.6

0.7

0.8

0.3
0.1

beta

alpha

(c) Flower-102 dataset

100

90

90

80

80
Performances(%)

Performances(%)

100

70
60
50

20

2

4

6

8
10
12
gamma1/gamma2

14

16

18

70
60

ISC-LG-CNN
ISC-LG-VGG

33.6
23.8

13.1
7.4

Caltech−256(30 images)
Flower−17
Flower−102
PASCAL VOC 07

30

20

ing images are used for global classifier training. The local
and global classifiers are jointly learned to not only consider
the characters of the testing image but also help to avoid
the local optimum when only local information is used. We
have tested the proposed image-specific classification with
local and global discriminations method on several public
image datasets with improved performances.
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Fig. 4. Performance changes with α and β jointly on the (a) Caltech-256
dataset, (b) the Flower-17 dataset, (c) the Flower-102 dataset and (d) the
PASCAL VOC 2007 dataset.
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Fig. 5. Performance changes with (a) γ1 , γ2 (γ1 =γ2 ) and (b) K on the
Caltech-256 dataset, the Flower-17 dataset, the Flower-102 dataset and the
PASCAL VOC 2007 dataset.

methods for local and global classifiers learning. We use
the image representation as [60] and learn the classifiers
for class prediction (ISC-LG-VGG). We also give the
performance of using CNN [9] for classification (ISC-LGCNN). Table 5 shows the error rates of different methods
on this dataset. We can see from Table 5 that the proposed
method can consistently improve the classification performances. Besides, by combining VGG for discriminative
image representations, we can improve over CNN based
method. The experimental results on the ILSVRC-2012
ImageNet dataset proves the effectiveness of the proposed
method again.
V. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose a novel image classification
method by classifying each image with local and global
discriminations. We first select the k nearest neighbors of
one testing image for local classifier training. All the train-
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